ERS FIRE AND EMS RECORDS INTERFACE
QUICKLY COMPLETE FIRE AND EMS REPORTS

CAD INTEGRATION
The ERS Fire and EMS Records Interface seamlessly integrates with the Spillman Flex CAD module, providing immediate access to critical call information. Information gathered in CAD is automatically transferred into the corresponding reporting fields, including incident number, call date and time, address, and incident narrative. Additionally, if a dispatcher makes changes or additions in CAD, the new data is updated in the reporting system in real time.

NFIRS AND NEMSIS GOLD COMPLIANCE
The ERS Fire and EMS Records Interface is fully integrated and compliant with both NFIRS and the National Emergency Medical Services Information System (NEMSIS) Gold Certification EMS Standards. The system is equipped to handle a wide range of fire and EMS incident scenarios, and once incident reports are authorized, validated records are submitted to NFIRS on a set schedule.

ON-SCENE CONNECTIVITY
As a web-based interface, firefighters can enter data on-scene, paramedics can complete reports from the hospital, and command staff can manage resources from anywhere. Additionally, multiple personnel can enter incident data and manage resources from several locations, at the same time.

SIMPLIFIED REPORTING
The ERS Fire and EMS Records Interface guides personnel through each required step when filling out a report using red and green icons to show what steps are complete and which are yet to be completed. The application prevents users from submitting a report until data has been entered into all required fields.

DAYBOOK
With the Daybook feature, users can view upcoming events, critical notices, shift information, and messages, customizable by user role. For example, maintenance personnel can see vehicle repair schedules, while fire inspectors can view a list of upcoming inspections. Users can also post and view notices, view the day’s activities and tasks, access reports, and more.

WORKFLOW
Users can track workflow using the ERS Fire and EMS Records interface and easily view a list of reports to be completed or reviewed, submit a report for approval, view the report’s status, and set up a request for notification when the report is completed.

LIBRARY
Agencies can store documents and public forms in the library section of the ERS Fire and EMS Records interface. Users can upload time-off requests, tax forms, tour requests, and more, which employees can then reference for future use.

DATA SECURITY
To boost data security, each authorized user is required to enter a unique username and password to access the system. Administrators can designate all users’ level of access to information, protecting sensitive data from unauthorized users. In addition, the system meets HIPAA and Department of Defense security standards.
1. Use the ERS Fire and EMS Records Daybook to track upcoming tasks and assignments, see critical notices, and maintain a daily log.

2. Track reporting workflow with a color-coded checklist for accurate data entry with a red and green bar at the top of the page that shows which tasks have been completed. Fields with red labels must be completed before the record can be submitted.

3. Use detailed reporting features to gather information about an incident.

4. View detailed maps with Google Maps.